LITOM Solar Pathway Lights Outdoor, 3 Lighting Modes Wireless
Solar LED Landscape Lights, IP65 Waterproof Solar Powered Garden
Lights for Ground Lawn Patio Yard Driveway Deck Walkway 4 Pack
Warm White Review-2021

3 Optional Lighting Modes-Warm WhiteLow Light Mode(12hrs/13LM) / High Light Mode(6hrs/32LM)
/ Gradual Breathing Mode(10hrs/0-32LM). Compared with the single-mode products on the market,
LITOM solar pathway light has 3 different brightness modes to meet your different decoration needs.
NOTE: The lighting duration shown is the result of laboratory tests for 4 hours charging time at ideal
sufficient sunlight, which is for reference only.
Higher Efficiency & Longer LastingUsing large-size monocrystalline silicon solar panel & built in
18650 lithium rechargeable battery(1200mA), the charging performance of LITOM solar landscape
path light is 6-8 times higher than that of most products using Ni MH batteries(600mA)in the market.
IP65 Waterproof PerformanceMade of durable corrosion resistant ABS plastic, LITOM waterproof
solar powered pathway lights can withstand most weather conditions like sunny, rainy, frost, sleet
and light snowy days for multi-season outdoor use. Perfect for lining your homeâ€™s pathways,
lawn, driveway, walkway, garden, path, backyard, decks, patios, balcony, parterres, villas or
everywhere outdoor.
Multiple DIY Assemble StylesLITOM solar LED landscaping path lights can provide a variety of
collocation ways with its rich accessories, and the pattern effect of this solar powered pathway light
is so amazing and attractive which can create a warm and cozy mood when you come back.
More Humanized DetailsThe external key switch design can solve the problem of inconvenient
switch operation on the market products (built-in paddle and need to open the lampshade first);
LITOM solar powered pathway light has memory function - which mode was set at the previous
night and the next day automatically defaulted to the same mode.
Energy Saving & SafeLITOM outdoor wireless solar landscape garden lights can automatically
detect brightness changes of the external environment. When the brightness is low enough to
require illumination, it will automatically switch from energy storage mode to lighting mode without
motion detection (Auto on at night / Auto off at sunrise).
Supreme Quality EnsuredThis new outdoor LED solar powered landscaping pathway lights have
obtained appearance patents and certifications issued by FCC, CE, RoHS, MSDS, UL, WEEE,
UN38.3, etc. LITOM adheres to the tradition of independent R & D and design, and will consistently
be committed to providing cost-effective and personalized green illumination products with our
innovative spirit, first-class product quality and high standard serving system for customers around
the world.LITOM Outdoor Solar Landscaping Pathway Lights â€”â€” Warm White 4 Pack
LITOM Wireless 3 Lighting Modes Solar Landscaping Path Lights
FAQ:
How many lumens are each solar garden light? How long will this solar pathway light turn on at
night?
LITOM outdoor solar pathway light has 3 lighting modes: Low Light Mode(12hrs/13LM) / High Light
Mode(6hrs/32LM) / Gradual Breathing Mode(10hrs/0-32LM).
Whatâ€™s the color temperature of these solar path lights?
LITOM solar LED landscaping path lights'color temperature is 3200K Warm White.
What is the waterproof grade?
After many tests by related quality department, this solar lights has IP65 waterproof performance.
Made of durable corrosion resistant ABS plastic, LITOM solar LED landscaping path lights can
withstand most weather conditions like sunny, rainy, frost, sleet and light snowy days for
multi-season outdoor use.
Could I install the lights under the shady area? Will the solar lights work properly?
Yes, the LITOM solar pathway lights can still work normally even if the charging condition is not
ideal, but in order to prolong the service life of the battery and maximize the lighting effect, please
install the solar light in a place where the sunlight can shine directly and make the solar garden
lights full of electricity power.
Warm Tips:
1Please clean the dust and other covers off the solar panel regularly to allow the batteries to
recharge better.
2The using position should be far away from other light sources as far as possible, otherwise the
solar pathway garden lights may not light up normally.

LITOM Waterproof Solar Powered LED Landscaping Pathway Lights Outdoor
Specifications:
Light Color: Warm White
Waterproof: IP65
Lighting Mode: Stay On / Respiratory gradual change
Battery: Lithium 18650 5V 1200mAh
Solar Panel: 0.75W, Monocrystalline Silicon
Charging time: 4-6 Hours under full sunlight
Max. Working Time: Low Light Mode(12hrs) / High Light Mode(6hrs) / Gradual Breathing
Mode(10hrs)
Wireless Solar Powered Landscaping Walkway Lights
3 Lighting Modes Available:
Low Light Mode: Press the power button for the first time
High Light Mode: Press the power button a second time
Gradual Breathing Mode: Press the power button a third time
Memory Function:
This solar powered LED landscape path light will be automatically defaulted to the same mode the
next day which is the same at the previous night.
Automatic Trigger of Light-induction:
Instead of motion sensing, LITOM solar powered walkway light triggers lighting mode by sensing
external brightness changes.
Outdoor Solar Powered LED Landscaping Lights --- Soft Warm White
How the Solar Landscaping Pathway Light Works?
1During the daytime, the solar panel converts sunlight into electricity and recharges the internal
batteries.
2When the brightness of the surrounding environment is low enough to require illumination, LITOM
outdoor solar LED landscape path lights will automatically switch from energy storage mode to
lighting mode without motion detection (Auto on at night / Auto off at sunrise).
Warm White Light---Make Your Home Look More Warmer
This soft and warm light can bring you and your family enough comfort when you are tired for all day
work!
LITOM solar LED landscaping path lights for funny DIY
Packing Lists:
4 x Solar Pathway Lights
4 x Black Connecting Stake (thin)
4 x Black Connecting Stake (thick)
4 x Transparent Frosted Connecting Rod
4 x Ground Spikes
1 x User Manual
1 x Packing Box
IP65 Waterproof Solar Pathway Lights
High Efficiency Monocrystalline Silicon
Auto Solar Powered Path Landscaping Lights
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